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Abstract

Web link mining has been previously used as a way of gaining insight into how the Internet may be replicating or reshaping connections between institutions within the Higher Education sector. Institutions are increasingly active on social media platforms, and these connections have not been studied. This paper presents an exploratory analysis of the network of UK Higher Education institutional accounts on Twitter. All UK institutions have a presence. Standing in recent university rankings is found to be a significant predictor of several network metrics. In examining the communities present within the network, a combination of ranking and geolocation play a role. Analysis of a sample of tweets which mention more than one UK Higher Education institution provides an indication of why the topics of tweets would reinforce prestige and location in the network structure.

Introduction

The Internet and World Wide Web have facilitated new ways of communicating and collaborating on an unprecedented scale. These processes underpin work in the Higher education sector, and the availability of online data has provided an
opportunity to try to examine the phenomenon empirically. Webometrics-based approaches (Thelwall, 2009) have seen the application of social network analysis to mapping links between academic web pages.

The assumption that web links can be used as a measure of quality underpins the Google PageRank algorithm (Brin & Page, 1998), and initial work in the Higher Education sector focused upon understanding the correlation between web link counts and research quality (Thelwall, 2002). Networks of academic web links have been shown to share characteristics with generalised social networks, such as power law-based degree distributions (Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2003).

In addition to their potential utility as a proxy metric for research quality and impact, web links between institutional webpages has also been shown to reflect geographic location. Ortega and Aruguillo (2007) demonstrate this in the case of the Nordic Higher Education sector. In their study of the Chinese academic web, Yang, Liu and Meloche (2010) found that while influence was the principal factor, geographic location also played a role.

Links to academic web pages have also been examined as a way of capturing collaborative relationships. Stuart, Thelwall and Harries (2007) analysed links between UK Higher Education institutions and other bodies. While the findings showed some potential for web link analysis as an approach to measuring collaboration, most links did not reflect a collaborative relationship (ibid.).
However, the web has evolved in recent years. While web-link mining is rooted in a ‘web 1.0’ paradigm of static web pages as a source of information, universities also now make use of so-called ‘web 2.0’ or social media tools (O’Reilly, 2005). Founded in 2006, Twitter has become one of the world’s most popular social networking services. A growing body of research exists about the role of Twitter in relation to academia at the level of individual academics (Segado-Boj, Chaparro Domínguez & Castillo Rodríguez, 2015; Veletsianos, 2011; Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2016) or disciplinary communities (Holmberg & Thelwall, 2014; Mahrt, Weller & Peters, 2014).

The use of institutional accounts by universities is analogous to the institutional webpage although has received little research focus. Kimmons, Veletsianos and Woodward (2016) recently reported an analysis of tweets from institutional accounts in the US Higher Education sector. The findings from the analysis report that the institutional tweets are “1) monologic, 2) disseminate information (vs. eliciting action), 3) link to a relatively limited and insular ecosystem of web resources, and 4) express neutral or positive sentiment” (ibid.), and do not fulfil the full potential of the medium for more meaningful interactions (such as collaboration).” (Kimmons, Veletsianos & Woodward, 2016, p.1)

However, the nature of connection between institutional accounts has not been examined, and there is a question of whether the same influences of quality and location apply as seen in the case of the academic web. This exploratory study seeks to address this gap. The research questions in this study are therefore:

1. What are the structural characteristics of the network of UK higher education institutional accounts on Twitter?
2. Do university prestige or geographic location play a role in defining the network structure?

**Method**

Data was collected from Twitter, and subsequently analysed using a social network analysis-based approach. Social network analysis conceptualizes individuals as nodes, which will be connected by edges if a relationship exists between two nodes (Kadushin, 2012; Prell, 2012; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In this case, the nodes are Twitter accounts, and a directed edge exists if one account is currently following another.

The first step required a list of Twitter IDs associated with the 147 current Higher Education institutions in the UK. In order to ensure that the IDs were associated with the institution as a whole (rather than a department, student society or parody account, for example), the Twitter IDs were selected on the basis of being the one featured on the institutional homepage. Three institutions did not have accounts linked on their homepages although a Twitter search found unambiguous institutional accounts for the remaining institutions.

Due to restrictions placed on the Twitter API, follower lists were manually collected by the researcher. The Twitter API only allows the first 5,000 friends or followers can be collected; as institutional accounts are highly followed, the sample was at particular risk of incomplete data collection because of this. To collect the data, a new Twitter account was registered and set to follow the institutional accounts intended to form the sample. Follower lists were created for each institutional
account by viewing each in turn and recording the accounts listed under followers in common. Data collection took place in the week beginning 10th October 2016.

The data was then prepared and imported into Gephi for network analysis (Bastian, Heymann & Jacomy, 2009). Geolocation data (latitude and longitude) and positions in the most recent Times UK University rankings league table (ukuni.net, 2016) were added to be included in the analysis. Network metrics were subsequently exported and imported into SPSS for statistical tests (Field, 2009).

Results

The degree distribution of the network of UK Higher Education institutional Twitter accounts is shown in Figure 1. The distribution does not clearly show or rule out a heavy tailed distribution, a classic hallmark of social networks where a substantial proportion of nodes have a low degree.
As the network is directed, it is possible to also consider degree distribution in terms of in-degree (number of accounts which are following an account) and out-degree (number of accounts followed by an account). An interesting asymmetry emerges when the data is considered in these terms. While in-degree follows an approximately normal distribution (Figure 2), the distribution of out-degree is much more unequal (Figure 3), with a substantial proportion of institutional accounts following few or zero other accounts, and a few accounts following nearly the whole network.
Figure 2: Distribution of in-degree of the UK Higher Education institutional Twitter accounts network.
Figure 3: Distribution of out-degree of the UK Higher Education institutional Twitter accounts network.

Whether the network reflects the UK Higher Education sector more generally was examined by using institutional rankings as a proxy for relative standings of the institutions. University ranking is a good metric to use for this purpose as it lends itself readily to statistical tests, and is a metric itself based on a range of different attributes of Higher Education institutions.

The following metrics were tested for correlation with university ranking using linear regression: Degree, in-degree, out-degree, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
Degree is indicative of the relative popularity of a node within a given network; it is the number of connections that node has to others (Prell, 2012). University ranking significantly predicted degree, $b = -.467$, $t(109) = -3.787$, $p < .001$. University ranking also explained a significant proportion of variance in degree, $R^2 = .116$, $F(1, 109) = 14.338$, $p < .001$. The correlation was negative; that is, lower ranked institutions have lower degree (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Negative correlation between degree and university ranking in the UK Higher Education institutional account Twitter network.](image)
As connections on Twitter are directed in nature (that is, that links are not mutual but of a follow-following relationship; Wasserman & Faust, 1994), the number of connections an account has can also be considered in terms of in-degree (those who follow an account) and out-degree (the accounts that they follow). It is important to note that in-degree and out-degree here refer to the number of other UK Higher Education institutional accounts, as this is the network that was sampled, not overall follower or following statistics for the account.

University ranking significantly predicted in-degree, \( b = -0.219, t(109) = -4.642, p < .001 \). University ranking also explained a significant proportion of variance in in-degree, \( R^2 = .406, F(1, 109) = 21.546, p < .001 \). Like degree, the correlation was negative; that is, lower ranked institutions have lower degree (Figure 5). There is a significant correlation between out-degree and University ranking (Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation, \( r_s = -0.23, p = .01 \)). Again, the correlation was negative (Figure 6).
Figure 5: Negative correlation between in-degree and university ranking in the UK Higher Education institutional account Twitter network.
Figure 6: Negative correlation between out-degree and university ranking in the UK Higher Education institutional account Twitter network.

The relative position of different accounts within the network structure was considered through two types of centrality measure: betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality.

Betweenness centrality is a measure of how central a nodes' location is within a network, based on the how frequently a node is located on the shortest path between any two other nodes (Prell, 2012). A high betweenness centrality would imply a more privileged position in terms of controlling the flow of information. In this
network, higher betweenness centralities are associated with more prestigious institutions.

University ranking significantly predicted betweenness centrality, $b = -1.989$, $t(109) = -3.913$, $p < .005$. University ranking also explained a significant proportion of variance in betweenness centrality, $R^2 = .123$, $F(1, 109) = 15.310$, $p < .005$. Again, the correlation was negative (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Negative correlation between betweenness centrality and university ranking.
A contrasting measure of centrality was also examined. Closeness centrality is a measure of independence; if a node is not central themselves, they would rely upon other, more central (in the sense of betweenness centrality) actors to provide and disperse information. Closeness centrality is a measure of how well a node is located in relation to other key nodes (Prell, 2012). University ranking does not significantly predict closeness centrality, suggesting that lower ranked universities may be able to take advantage of their position in relation to higher ranked universities in the context of Twitter as an information network.

Turning to the structural properties of the network overall, the network itself had a single connected component. The network has a diameter of 4, in keeping with being a ‘small world’ (Kadushin, 2012). The modularity algorithm in Gephi (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008) was applied in order to identify clusters of more highly connected nodes within the network. Five communities were detected, as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Network structure of the connected component of the UK Higher Education institutional accounts network, arranged according to geolocation. Nodes are colour-coded according to communities.

The network visualisation suggests that there may be both a geographic and prestige component to the communities. The influence of prestige and geolocation
were tested statistically through nonparametric tests between the communities as groups based on these criteria.

The role of prestige was examined by testing for statistical differences in ranking associated with each of the communities identified in the network. Median values of university ranking varied significantly according to each of the communities identified (independent samples median test, $\chi^2 (4, N = 111) = 28.997$, median = 56.0, $p < .005$). Note that the test N is less than the total number included in the network as not all of the institutions are included in the Times ranking. The distribution of ranking scores present in each community is shown in Figure 9.

![Boxplots showing the distribution of ranking scores for institutions present in each community identified within the network.](image-url)
While the importance of geolocation in how communities are defined within the network is clearly perceptible from the network visualisation (Figure 8), it was also tested statistically by applying median tests to examine whether latitude or longitude vary significantly according to the different community groupings. Both latitude and longitude were found to vary significantly according to the communities. Median values of latitude varied significantly according to each of the communities identified (independent samples median test, $\chi^2 (4, N = 147) = 32.472$, median = 52.1, $p < .005$); similarly, median values of longitude varied significantly according to each of the communities identified (independent samples median test, $\chi^2 (4, N = 147) = 31.143$, median = -1.4, $p < .005$). The distribution of latitude and longitude values present in each community are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.
Figure 10: Boxplots showing the distribution of values of latitude for institutions present in each community identified within the network.
Figure 11: Boxplots showing the distribution of values of longitude for institutions present in each community identified within the network.

Further insight into the role of geolocation and prestige in community definition was sought by looking at incidence of mentions of other institutional accounts in tweet data. This data was collected using NodeXL (Smith et al., 2009). This method of Twitter data collection uses the API, so it is restricted to the previous seven days and is not necessarily an exhaustive set. As the purpose for collecting the data in this case was to explore possible explanations to triangulate findings from the network analysis the restrictions were not problematic, although a fuller analysis of the UK Higher Education institutional tweets over a longer time period would be a valuable follow-up project in its own right. The data were collected on 28th October 2016. As a
high proportion of institutional tweets mention only themselves, the focus was upon
mentions to look for evidence of multiple institutional accounts interacting and the
reasons for this. Duplicate tweets and those which only mentioned a single Higher
Education institution were removed; the sample contained 185 tweets once these
criteria had been applied. Each tweet was categorised according to its apparent
purpose using an open coding approach.

The data revealed a range of purposes for mentioning other institutions in tweets that
shed light on the clusters relating to a combination of location and prestige.

Table 1: Emergent themes from analysis of tweets which mention at least two UK
Higher Education institutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academics mobility</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local events</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective students</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redirection</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting events</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students mobility</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>185</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The principal way in which institutional accounts were co-mentioned in relation to prestige was the frequent tagging of partner institutions in relation to collaborative endeavours, either through announcing new partnerships and initiatives, or promoting the findings and outputs from research projects. Three of the categories may be related indirectly to prestige, being linked by strengths in particular subject areas. These include academics mobility (academics visiting other institutions, or receiving honorary degrees), students mobility (student visiting other institutions), and prospective students (where institutional twitter accounts encourage potential applicants). In relation to location, universities located in the same city or wider locality were frequently mentioned together in tweets about local events or sporting events, either hosted at one of the mentioned institutions, or being co-mentioned in tweets originating from local third parties.

Conclusions

This exploratory study has shed some light on the structure and social dynamics of the UK Higher Education institutions on Twitter. Similar to previous studies focused on university web links, prestige and geographic location play a role in the structure of the network. The study also provides potential avenues for future research.

Having an institutional Twitter account is now standard practice in the UK Higher Education sector; the results show that all UK Higher Education institutions have an institutional account.

The network structure created by the accounts who are connected suggests that the network replicates offline structures to an extent. Relative popularity (degree and in-
degree) is predicted by university ranking; that is, there is a trend toward higher ranked universities being more popular and having more followers from within the sector. It is more surprising that the same trend is seen for out-degree, which is the number of institutional accounts that they follow. Although the correlation is weaker, this may suggest a third factor of level of institutional social media use perhaps as also being correlated with ranking.

Position within the network is also related to university ranking, but in more nuanced ways. Higher ranked institutions have greater betweenness centrality, suggesting that higher ranked institutions are in positions of greater control over the flow of information within the network. In contrast, closeness centrality, is not related to university ranking. Closeness centrality is indicative of independence within the network, and has been shown to be associated with influence, power, and access to information (Prell, 2012), so there may be potential for traditional hierarchy to be overcome in this context.

University ranking and geolocation both contribute to the communities observed within the network. Drawing upon a weeks’ mentions in tweets, geographically-close institutions are frequently mentioned together in relation to local events. The data suggests that Universities of similar ranking may develop ties through tweeting about outputs from collaborative projects. While these reasons appear to be the most prevalent in relation to explaining the observations in the network data, a range of other reasons were also observed to lesser extents (such as engaging with prospective students, visiting academics and students, which may be related through subjects in common across different universities).
Although this provides some insight into the network structure, the tweet data is limited to seven days (the limit imposed by the Twitter API) and is not the main focus of this study. A more sustained data collection and systematic analysis of tweets would be valuable in this respect. Analysis of tweets would also have potential for a comparative study with the US Higher Education sector, drawing parallels with recent work by Kimmons, Veletsianos and Woodward (2016).

Although the results are statistically significant, a substantial proportion of the variation is unexplained. A limitation of the analysis presented here is that it does not account for factors other than ranking or location; expanding the model to include other factors may provide further insights. By focusing solely upon the links between institutional accounts, the study does not examine the popularity or position of accounts in relation to the Twitter network associated with the Higher Education sector or public more broadly. The variation may also be due to different motivations or reasons for institutions to use institutional Twitter accounts. Surveying those who run institutional accounts would be highly illuminating to address this gap.
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